
#2448 The Yom Kippur War and the Abomination of Desolation – The post-World War II U.S. 
waxing great toward the South and toward the East as a second Syria/Antiochus IV Epiphanes, 
part 707, Building the Christian-Jewish-Arab Temple, (lxxxvi), Just as the Western 
Wall/Wailing Wall in Jerusalem represents the destruction of the ‘dead stones’ Jewish 
Temple, the Western Wall of America represents the destruction of the ‘living stones’ 
Temple of God in Daniel 9:26 
 
Let’s bring to our attention again the two Western Walls (below), while keeping in mind 
that the ‘dead stones’ Wailing Wall represents the theme of the destruction of the temple. 
The idea of the destruction of the temple is to be applied to the “other” Western Wall as 
well. 
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Key Understanding: Each of the two “western walls” represents the destruction of a temple, 
or temples. The Western Wall/Wailing Wall in Jerusalem represents the destruction of the 
Jewish Temple in 70 A.D. In Daniel 9:26, it is the ‘Western Wall’ antichrist “prince that 
shall come” who destroys the temple, although the temple (the sanctuary) is to be defined in 
terms of the New Testament ‘living stones’ temple of God. [Understand as well that the 
‘dead stones’ Western Wall/Wailing Wall in Jerusalem is also entirely connected – through 
the August 23-24, 1929, Hebron Massacre – with the Daniel 9:26 destruction of the ‘living 
stones’ temple of God.] 
 

Daniel 9:25-27 (KJV) Know therefore and understand, that from the going forth of the 
commandment to restore and TO BUILD JERUSALEM unto THE MESSIAH THE PRINCE 
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shall be seven weeks, and threescore and two weeks [69 weeks]: THE STREET SHALL BE 
BUILT AGAIN, AND THE WALL, even in troublous times. 
26 And after threescore and two weeks shall Messiah be cut off, but not for himself: and the 
people of THE PRINCE THAT SHALL COME SHALL DESTROY THE CITY AND THE 
[living stones] SANCTUARY; and the end thereof shall be with a flood, and unto the end of 
the war desolations are determined. 
27 And he shall confirm THE COVENANT with many for ONE WEEK [1 week]: . . . 
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